
Series 6, Bagged vacuum cleaner,
ProPower, Black
BGL6POW1

1 x furniture brush, 1 x universal nozzle, 1 x turbo nozzle, 1 x hard
floor nozzle

BBZ132SA drilling nozzle, BBZ156HF HEPA filter, BBZ156UF
UltraAllergy Filter, BBZ16GALL vacuum cleaner bag, BBZ41FGALL
Vacuum Cleaner Bag PowerProtect, BBZ42TB Turbo upholstery
brush, BBZAFGALL vacuum cleaner bag, BHZUMAT Mattress nozzle,
BBZ02MPF Motor protection filter, BBZ123HD Hard floor nozzle,
BBZ124HD Hard floor nozzle, BBZ130SA XXL upholstery nozzle,
BBZ131SA Extra-long Crevice Nozzle

When it matters most. ProPower - our
powerful turbo brush technology for deep
cleaning.

• Turbo brush: with a special high-speed, rotating brush for more
efficient carpet cleaning.

• 12m operating radius: extra-long cable for a wider reach and fewer
socket changes.

Dimensions: ........................................................ 265 x 300 x 450 mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD): ..... 315 x 595 x 395 mm
Pallet dimensions: .............................................. 200.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Standard number of units per pallet: ..............................................24
Net weight: ................................................................................7.3 kg
Gross weight: ............................................................................ 8.6 kg
Voltage: ............................................................................... 220-240 V
Frequency: ............................................................................50/60 Hz
Length electrical supply cord: .............................................. 930.0 cm
Plug type: ................................................Gardy plug without earthing
Noise level: ..............................................................78 dB(A) re 1 pW
Included accessories: ....1 x furniture brush, 1 x universal nozzle, 1 x
turbo nozzle, 1 x hard floor nozzle
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Series 6, Bagged vacuum cleaner,
ProPower, Black
BGL6POW1

When it matters most. ProPower - our
powerful turbo brush technology for deep
cleaning.

Performance
- High Performance with Turbo Brush. Designed for powerful

cleaning on all floors especially on carpet.
- PowerProtect System: for long-lasting cleaning performance, even

when the bag fills up
- The PowerProtect dustbag ensures high performance when the bag

fills up. Less dustbag changes. Less follow-up costs
- For up to 60%*** more suction power (with partly filled dustbag)

and best performance of your appliance we recommend usage of
PowerProtect Dustbags, Type G ALL

- Noise level: 78 dB(A)

Hygiene
- HEPA hygienic filter: high filtration for cleaner exhaust air. Suitable

for allergy sufferers. Washable. No follow up costs.
- Replacement dustbags: Type G ALL

Comfort
- Remote Power Control: easy-to-use power regulation.
- Multi-use brush: gentle cleaning of furniture and hard-to-reach

places with integrated brush
- Hardfloor nozzle with soft brushes. Suitable for gentle cleaning of

sensitive floors like parquet
- Switchable roller nozzle
- Award-winning superior design: trendy with matt texture, LED light

and colourful coatings.
- Operating radius: 12 m
- Telescopic tube
- Dust bag capacity: XL
- Automatic cable rewind
- 4 swivel wheels
- Variable suction control
- Dust bag change indicator
- Parking and storage aids
- Weight: 4.3 kg (cylinder only)

Technical specification
- BGL6POW1 black
- EAN: 4242005227853
- *Terms of guarantee on

https://www.bosch-home.com/motor-warranty/
- *** Suction power with partly filled dust bag (400 g) in comparison

to Siemens / Bosch Type G dust
- bags without PowerProtect Technology, tested in an appliance of

BSGL5… / VSZ5… range
- Measurements and calculations of values are based on Regulation

(EU) No. 666/2013.
- Measurements and calculations of values which are not described

in greater detail in this regulation, are performed according to EN
60312-1:2017.
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